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THRIVE MODULAR
FARMS
Feeding the Planet

The development of agriculture over 12,000 years ago made modern
civilization possible. Today, agricultural innovation is required to feed
our future population, now approaching 8 billion. A lack of farmland and
decreasing arable land is alarming to agriculturists around the globe, and
pandemics and other supply chain disruptions threaten our overall food
security.
Terra’s new Modular Farms are low-cost and high-output solutions that can
be deployed anywhere to provide year-round output with the highest ROI in
the industry, bar none.

Grow up to 6,900 lbs of the freshest, purest greens possible–with zero
carbon footprint. Nothing on the market compares to our production per
square foot ratios.

EFFICIENT
AGRICULTURE
➢ Market leading pricing
➢ Decades of experience in hydroponics, plant productivity, light effects on
photosynthesis, plant nutrition
➢ Spatial design customized for local requirements, and units can be
readily stacked for greater space utilization.
➢ Many crops and uses within the same facility—soil culture,
hydroponics, aeroponics, aquaponics, aquaculture
➢ Localized processing, refrigeration, and storage
➢ Simple harvesting
➢ Enclosed spaces provide disease control barriers
➢ Easy to maintain, with proper care, no pesticides

EFFICIENT TECHNOLOGIES
➢ Base Unit: 10’ by 20’ by 9’
➢ 28 gallons of water per day
➢ Low water consumption, high resource use. Hydroponics in containers use
90% less water than ground farming with the same yield.
➢ Off grid water or power options, or able to use existing infrastructure
➢ Improved logistics over high-rise vertical farming
➢ Gen IV LED Lighting Solutions:
➢ Broad spectrum closely matching the action spectrum for universal
growth of plants.
➢ Super-efficient 30W panels, excellent for growing greens at the highest
biomass per watt of energy on the market.
➢ New 60W panels are ideal for growing herbs and higher Par value
dependent herbs.
➢ 1’x4’ and 2’x2’ formats. Plants receive uniform lighting across the growing
area, with no heat impacts, allowing compact growing spaces.

*Clear Farm modular unit with blue color option. Add 20’ or 10’ sections via special order. Double entry required..

ECONOMICAL SOLUTION,
EASE OF MAINTENANCE
Our approach is to control costs, both capital and operating, while producing the maximum amount of
consumable food per watt of energy. We focus on out-the-door production, not expensive technology. The units
are designed to be self supporting.
➢ Terra reduces up-front costs of existing container growing systems by 75%. Depending on system size, crop,
and market conditions, initial recoupment of costs can be within half a year.
➢ We train your team how to operate and maintain the system, eliminating the need to wait for a
service representative or expensive proprietary parts.
➢ We use the best, 100% industry standard, off the shelf components found at most hardware stores,
or home improvement centers.
➢ Like other farming equipment, the Terra Thrive qualifies as a “single-purpose horticultural structure”
under Section 179 of the IRS tax code, allowing you to deduct the full cost of the modular farm from
your annual taxable income.

BUILD
We build on site and are happy to train you or your staff from beginning to end. Add as
many as you like, up to three stories tall, and daisy chain an unlimited number.
➢ Exterior cladding option allows for increased insulation without the loss of interior
space.
➢ Optional high-bay lighting system adds a 24” plus grow area.

WHAT ABOUT AI?
Our systems are highly compatible with information technology, as opposed to many
commercial vertical farm systems that have had to completely disable all internal control
systems to integrate. Our software automatically cycles water, nutrients, and lighting
based on crop needs, so the system created an optimum growth environment with
maximum energy and water efficiency.

UPGRADES
We are your long-term partner. Terra continues to innovate and is prepared to provide
efficient plant production systems to meet the advanced needs of the demanding grower.
Our upgrade program allows you to periodically upgrade your system at a discounted
price as new technology becomes available. You are never locked into yesterday’s tech.

YIELDS
CROP

PRODUCTION

ANNUAL YIELD

# PLANTS
Lettuce Mix
@ $2 / lb

VALUE

POUNDS

Low

3405

$13,619

Mid

5107

$20,428

High

6809

$27,238

$ / Plant

Basil
@$ / Plant

32,685

$1.00

$32,685

32,685

$1.50

$49,028

32,685

$2.00

$65,370

32,685

$3.00

$98,055

CLEAR FARMS
With a standard floor, polycarbonate walls and insulated
ceiling, these modular Clear Farms can be utilized in-store,
as a base for an indoor, year-round farmer’s market. All units
can produce live plants, harvested plants and continual
cutting plants.
➢ Crop loss is minimal, simply add more produce
throughout the day versus weekly delivery of produce.
➢ The live plants, such as basil or butter lettuce, can be sold
in plastic clamshells--high revenue per unit item $1.99 to
$3.99.
➢ Live plants, harvested plants and continual cutting plants
can be grown at the same time and packaged on the fly.
Greens, herbs etc. are harvested on a regular schedule.
The plants can be cut, triple washed and sold bagged or in
bulk. Continual cutting plants, such as basil or sorrel, can
be trimmed and continue to grow for months at a time. The
product can be boxed and sold at a premium or in bulk.

*Standard tubular Clear Farm unit, indoor or outdoor build is available.

EASE OF ASSEMBLY
The Clear Farm module is unique based on its steel tubular construction. The walls are not
load-bearing and polycarbonate is cost effective and attractive. Our modular assembly
has a clear advantage over shipping container-based models as they can be assembled
overnight in the most limited of spaces (2000SF for the unit and access).
Base Unit: 10’ by 20’ by 10’
120AMP service
20 to 25 gallons of water/day
Base unit set up includes eight 4-tier racks, the option of single 2x4’ 90W panels or dual
60W panels. Each rack can grow 128-144 individual greens (lettuce), up to 288 herbs
(basil), or can be converted to continuous harvest greens and herbs. Two additional 2x2’
racks can be added for modest increase in output and for enhanced propagation.

BASE VERSUS PRO SYSTEM
The Pro rack system adds an interior row to each side of the farm unit while maintaining
a minimum 36” aisle width, meeting ADA compliance. While the base unit system requires
a 120AMP service (use is 60-80%) with 20 to 25 gallons of water per week to grow the
plants, the Pro system requires 30% more—with yields up to 50% more.

➢ The tubular steel structure is powder coated white.
➢ The space under the floor can be used for plumbingor
insulated to increase temperature control.
➢ The polycarbonate panels are ¾-1” thick and are
semi transparent.
➢ Doors can be added at either or both ends with
standard 36” door or 48” for pallet width entrances.
➢ All fasteners are aluminum and sealed with silicon.
➢ The ceiling panels are insulated for temperature
efficiency.
➢ The steel racks can be reconfigured on the fly for
different growing needs.
➢ The trays and grow materials are all industry standard
sizes for cost effectiveness.
➢ All components can be replaced by the user with off
the shelf replacements or bought via our supplier at
wholesale pricing. This approach reduces operational
costs and reduces downtime waiting for a specialized
part and installer.
*Clear Farm with red color option and clear walls, a premium pricing option.
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THANK YOU
For more information, please contact us at info@terra.bz.

